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ABSTRACT 
This paper discusses certain contour integral solutions of the Laplace linear 
differential equation of order 12. It is shown, to quote one of the observations made 
here, how these solutions can be expressed in terms of confluent forms of Lauricella’s 
hypergeometric function FE-l1 of n- 1 variables. 
1. Let ak and bk be complex constants, 15 = 0, 1, . . ., n. The Laplace linear 
differential of order n has the standard form (cf., e.g., [6], p. 213, $ 8) 
d"-kw 
akz f bk) dZn-k = 0, 
where z and w are complex variables. 
A contour integral solution of (1) may be obtained by means of the 
Laplace transformation. Suppose, first of all, that all the ok: and bk are 
nonzero ; if we let 
(2) 
C being a suitable contour, then it is readily seen that v(c) will satisfy 
an equation of the form 
(3) 
where P(5) and &([) are polynomials of degree n in c, P(C) being a constant 
multiple of 
(4) k$ak cnekj a0 f 0. 
{See, for example, [3], p. 439.) 
Suppose further that the zeros 011, . . . . 01~ of P(C) are distinct. Then we 
*) For an abstract of this paper see Notices Amer. Math. Sot. 20 (1973), p. A-329. 
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have, from equation (3), 
(5) v(()=eCc(~-a# . . . ((Y--01,)-$ 
where p, 013, 4, j=l, . . . . n, are complex constants. 
Now the contour C of integration is any path such that the bilinear 
concomitant 
(6) v(c)ezC 2 ak &?k, 
k-0 
which is indeed equivalent to a constant multiple of 
(7) e(p+z)t([--Lyl)l+al . . . ([--o~~)l+~n, 
has the same value at the beginning and at the end of the path. If, for 
convenience, we choose the contour C to be a simple path joining any 
two zeros of P(c), and not encircling any other of its zeros, then the 
corresponding solutions are valid provided that Re (4) > - 1, j = 1, . . . , n, 
and we have 
(8) w(z)= Te(‘+z)t (c-al)“1 . . . ((-OIn)ind[. % 
On setting T=at + t&--or‘), we obtain 
i 
w(x)= (q-m) j exp {(~+Z)[@5-m)+ail) [~(~j--olt)-(w--nr)F 
0 [ 
. . . iY$x-agp . . . [~(OL;I--01t)-br-OLt)l~~ 
. . . [t(aj-cd~)-((rrn--ni)]“n] a. 
If 
(10) 
that is, if the multiple series involved is absolutely convergent over the 
range of integration, expansion of the integrand in powers of t and subse- 
quent interchange of the order of the integration and summations would 
finally give us 
I * @o”-‘)[&+l, -b, . . . . -Aa-1, -Li+1, . . . . -s-1, -S+1, a*-, -1,; 
(11) 
ilz+aJ+2;aj-Ly” 
q-m q--w -, . ..) --,--, . . . . 
a1 -m af-l--ocz m,+1--ora 
q--61( q-m -, -3 . . . . Ef, (0(3--orc)(P+fz)L 
q-1-w f-q+1--w 
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provided Re(S)>-l,j=l, . . ..n. where 
: 
@o”‘[a, bl, . ..) bn-1; c; 21, . . . . 2fi-j 
(12) = z ca,,,+...+~~~lll;,"(bl-l)L-l z!***$ 
ml. . . . . m,=o 
is a confluent form of Lauricella’s function @), defined by [5, p. 1131 
i 
F$‘[u, bl, . . . , b, ; c ; q, . . . , z,] 
(13) = 2 
‘“1. . ..a mq&- 0
‘a’m~+-;+)rndh~m~- (bdnan zl . . .2, 
with, as usual, 
r(n + m) 
(14) (&a= F(l) = 
i 
1, if m=O, 
A(A+ 1) . . . (l+m- l), if m= 1 ) 2, 3, . . . . 
Incidentally, the special case @B) of the confluent hypergeometric 
function given by (12) was discussed in [I], p. 81 and [4], p. 396. 
Thus the Laplace equation (1) possesses solutions, given by equation 
(ll), in terms of a confluent form, viz. 
(15) lim Fj;“-l) [a, bl, . . . . bn-2, o; c; z1 , *a*, h-2, %&-1/o], 
I-4+- 
of the familiar Fk-I) function. It would seem likely that other distinct 
(but not necessarily independent) solutions of (1) can be obtained by 
appropriately modifying the contour C of integration (cf. [2], p. 83). 
2. CASE OF MULTLPLE ZEROS 
If P(t) has a zero of order r, where 2 dr-cn, by letting LX~, .. . , oly tend 
to ai we have 
(16) 
v2 Q-1 
2(5--~q)~ - “’ - (r-l)(c-al)r-l I 
* (r-&(t-&+l)“r+1 . . . ((-oc&, 
where p, 3, ldjlr-1, and A*, k=l,r+l, . . . . n, are complex constants. 
It follows that, if Re (vj) > 0, j = 1, . . . , r-l, and Re(&)>-1, k=l,r+l, 
. . . . n, 
(17) 5 
Nz) = Pi exp ( (P +x)T- ‘il . ‘jr 
i=.dc-w)' 1 
f  
* (&oll)“l([--O1r+l)ar+l -.a ((-C%n)hdC, 
where /?, y are any two of the distinct zeros 0~1, c++i, . . . . 01~. 
Suppose that /l =a~1 and y =LY~, where r + 15 i 5 n. Making use of the 
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elementary substitution C=al+ t(olc --&I), we thus find that, if I(&-01r)/ 
(cq-o11)1< 1, j=r+ 1, . . . . i- 1, i+ 1, . . . . n, 
I 
w(z) = (at --~y~)l+h f$+*h m+ l)T(&+ 1) n 
W+&++) = 
k v+l ((011 --Ix@) 
* ryxl) ill$l, -jtr+1, . ..) -k1, -&+1, . . . . -A,; &+A*+2; 
(18) 
[ 
&--a1 m--o11 &--IX1 at-a1 
-, . ...-, -,...,- , 
h-+1 - 011 &f-l - 011 &+1- 011 &b-al 1 
where ,.!PeI denotes a confluent hypergeometric function of n variables 
defined by 
1 ryzI[a, br+l, --., bn; C; 21, . . . . zn] 
(19) ) 
1 = ml...m 
(a)M(br+l)mr+l --- (bnh z? 43 
mm-0 @hi ml! 
‘“m,!’ 
with 
(20) 
r-l 
M=ml-- z.jmj+ 2 mk, 25rsn-1. 
i=l k=r+l 
We find it worthwhile to conclude by remarking that, in the special case 
r= 2, solutions of Laplace’s equation (l), given by equation (18), can be 
expressed fairly easily in terms of confluent forms of certain known 
hypergeometric functions of n- 1 variables (cf. [2], p. 86). 
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